THE TELEHEALTH “REVOLUTION” & HOW IT FAILS TO TRANSFORM CARE FOR UNDOCUMENTED IMMIGRANTS

Asees Bhasin

The outbreak of COVID-19 led to the rapid adoption and expansion of telehealth services. Upon understanding telehealth’s potential to reach underserved populations, people began referring to this method of health care delivery as “revolutionary.” This reputation stuck, even though it quickly became obvious that telehealth utilization was more common among White, educated, and relatively wealthier individuals. Meanwhile, advocates of telehealth equity found that the benefits of telehealth did not adequately trickle down to lower-income and rural communities, nor to communities of color. Undocumented immigrants as a group were often ignored during considerations of these disparities.

This Article is among the first, even within interdisciplinary scholarship, to highlight undocumented immigrants and their (in)ability to access telehealth services. It begins with a discussion of federal and state immigration policies that govern health care access for immigrants and proceeds to analyze immigrants’ health care needs and enhanced vulnerability during the pandemic. It then discusses four areas in which an immigrant’s undocumented status makes telehealth services harder to access: (1) insurance and affordability, (2) fears of privacy breaches and surveillance, (3) access to technology and digital skills, and (4) limited English language proficiency. This Article concludes by recommending changes to state and federal immigration policies that may help undocumented immigrants realize the novel and innovative ways to access health care which were promised by the telehealth revolution.
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I. INTRODUCTION

During the COVID-19 pandemic, use of telehealth, where health care providers can see patients virtually, boomed.\(^1\) Telehealth proved a valuable tool during the pandemic, as it enabled patients to visit medical providers from their homes and prevented exposure to COVID-19.\(^2\) Due to telehealth’s increasing popularity, laws and regulations governing it were enacted or changed to facilitate more widespread utilization. Although telehealth has been described as

---

\(^1\) See infra notes 88–93.
\(^2\) See infra notes 72–75.
“revolutionary” and “transformative,” health-equity advocates have recognized that it is not uniformly adopted. People of color, low-income groups, and rural communities disproportionately underutilize telehealth services compared to White, wealthier, and less rural communities. The most commonly recognized rationale provided for this gap in telehealth use is the “digital divide” and the lack of access to digital technologies and skills. This awareness led advocates to argue for telehealth equity which focuses on creating access to telehealth for underserved people.

There are approximately 11.04 million undocumented immigrants in the United States. Due to nativist beliefs and xenophobic policies, undocumented immigrants have been denied access to health care in the United States. They are unable to obtain health care coverage, are ineligible for public benefits, and are deterred from seeking health services due to immigration enforcement, lack of transportation, and language barriers. For these reasons, data shows that undocumented immigrants utilize health care at much lower rates compared to U.S. citizens, which thereby impacts their health and well-being. Undocumented

---

4 See infra notes 94–95.
5 See infra notes 100–04.
7 See infra notes 102–04.
9 See infra notes 58–71.
10 See infra notes 14–35.
11 See infra notes 32–35.
immigrants served as frontline and essential workers during the pandemic and were disproportionately infected by COVID-19.\textsuperscript{12} Despite this disproportionate impact, undocumented immigrants were excluded from meaningful pandemic relief and prohibited from accessing health insurance coverage or care.\textsuperscript{13}

This Article, one of the first to examine telehealth access for undocumented immigrants, questions whether this developing health care delivery method is truly transformative for this population. While much has been written about improving telehealth access for the general underserved population, this Article highlights the unique barriers to telehealth access that undocumented immigrants face and discusses the role of federal immigration policy in shaping its utilization and accessibility. It argues that this health care delivery method cannot reach its potential for serving the undocumented immigrant community without meaningful reform to federal immigration policy and how telehealth is administered.

\textbf{II. \hspace{1em} HEALTH CARE FOR UNDOCUMENTED IMMIGRANTS}

The impact of anti-immigration sentiment on health policy and immigrants’ access to health programs has been widely documented by scholars in different fields.\textsuperscript{14} This literature has broadly confirmed that punitive anti-immigration policies lead to decreased access and utilization of basic health care services among immigrants. For instance, a recent study showed that about half of all undocumented immigrants do not have a usual source of health care or a place that they frequent when sick or in need of health-related advice; in comparison, only one-fifth of U.S.-born individuals do not have a usual source of health care or place that

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{12} See infra notes 47–60.
\item \textsuperscript{13} See infra notes 58–71.
\end{itemize}
they frequent when sick or in need of health-related advice. Undocumented immigrants also had significantly lower health care expenditures. While these findings may be explained by research suggesting that immigrants are healthier than non-immigrants, a more accurate explanation is likely immigrants’ lack of access to health care services and coverage due to hostile anti-immigrant policies. Although this Article does not deeply analyze the xenophobia and nativism underlying health policies that apply to immigrants, it does highlight how laws regulating immigrant health care are different from those governing lawfully present immigrants and U.S. citizens.

Part A of this Section provides a brief background on whether (and how) undocumented immigrants can access health care in the United States. Part B discusses the impact of COVID-19 on immigrant health and details the inadequate steps taken by federal and state governments to provide relief to undocumented people and communities.

A. Laws and Policies Regulating Health Care Access for Undocumented People

Undocumented immigrants have very little access to health care in the United States. They are presently ineligible for federal health care coverage because the Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act (“ACA”) excludes undocumented immigrants. They are not eligible for Medicare, non-emergency Medicaid, or the Children’s Health Insurance Program (“CHIP”); cannot purchase private health insurance in state-based insurance marketplaces; and are exempt

---

16 Id.
18 Wilson et al., *supra* note 15.
from individual mandates.\textsuperscript{20} This strategic exclusion can be attributed to the perceived costs of providing health care to immigrants and the belief that providing health care is somehow rewarding those who are in the country without authorization.\textsuperscript{21} Immigrants, who are often employed in low-wage jobs, are also less likely to receive or be able to afford employer-sponsored coverage.\textsuperscript{22} They can purchase private coverage on the individual market, but it works out to be very costly and, thus, unaffordable. It is no surprise then that in 2019, more than four in ten (46 percent) undocumented immigrants were uninsured compared to less than one in ten (9 percent) U.S. citizens.\textsuperscript{23}

Although undocumented immigrants are not eligible for state Medicaid, five states and Washington, D.C., use state funds to expand Medicaid to cover immigrant children up to age eighteen.\textsuperscript{24} As of January 2019, sixteen states had also adopted an option to provide prenatal care to women regardless of immigration status by extending CHIP coverage to the unborn child.\textsuperscript{25} This coverage is controversial and has garnered criticism from reproductive rights

\textsuperscript{21} See Medha D. Makhlouf, Health Justice for Immigrants, 4 U. PA. J. L. & PUB. AFF. 235, 265 (2019) (“The main rationales for excluding immigrants from most publicly funded health care programs are: (1) it would be too costly to cover immigrants, and (2) it is contrary to immigration policy to reward immigrants with free health care if they enter or remain in the country without authorization.”).
\textsuperscript{23} Id.
\textsuperscript{25} Id. at 10.
advocates who believe that such coverage furthers ideas of “fetal personhood.”  

Some extreme and life-threatening circumstances may be covered by emergency provisions. While undocumented immigrants are not allowed to seek publicly funded health care, they may be covered in exceptional circumstances under the Emergency Medical Treatment and Active Labor Act (“EMTALA”), which requires hospitals to stabilize all low-income individuals with life-threatening conditions. Emergency Medicaid also covers emergency services for immigrants who would qualify for Medicaid, if not for their immigration status. Importantly, these provisions apply in very narrow, life-threatening circumstances and are in no way substitutes for holistic health care.

Even in circumstances where federal, state, or local policies allow undocumented immigrants to use certain public benefits, they are still wary of availing such services due to other xenophobic policies in place. For instance, Public Charge, a component of immigration law in operation for decades, restricts admitting immigrants into the U.S. if they are deemed likely to eventually become dependent on the U.S. government. This requirement was heightened during the Trump administration, when the Department

---

28 See § 1395dd(a) (stating that the obligation applies to “any individual”).
29 California’s Uneven Safety Net: A Survey of County Health Care, HEALTH ACCESS FOUND. (2013) https://health-access.org/images/pdfs/CAunevenSafetyNet_countsurvey_Nov2013.pdf [https://perma.cc/8A7H-34JQ] (“While many consider hospital emergency rooms as the nation’s safety net, the only requirement is that a hospital must stabilize a patient in an emergent situation. So while an ER will treat the heart attack or gunshot wound, a private hospital has the ability to turn away a patient with cancer or diabetes. Without insurance, a severe asthma attack will be treated, but care to manage asthma is not necessarily provided. Also, in these emergency situations, hospitals bill uninsured patients, and these charges quickly run in the thousands of dollars even if the patient is not admitted to the hospital.”).
of Homeland Security promulgated regulations that would consider immigrants’ mere use of public benefits, such as Medicaid, adequate to qualify them as a public charge, instead of requiring a show of “dependence” on the government. Medha D. Makhlof and Jasmine Sandhu, an Associate Professor of Law and a former law student at Penn State Dickinson Law School, respectively, have documented Public Charge’s chilling effects on non-citizen enrollment in public benefits even before this rule was introduced: the policy causes non-citizens to disenroll or forego enrollment in public benefits, leading to disastrous impacts on public health.

One of the only avenues remaining for affordable health care is through Federally Qualified Health Centers (“FQHCs”) and Community Health Centers which offer “comprehensive primary care to vulnerable populations that include Medicaid patients, uninsured patients, and patients in underserved urban, suburban, and rural areas . . . regardless of ability to pay, insurance status[,] or immigration status.” While FQHCs provide a source of primary care, they do not provide elective specialty care when patients require specialized care or surgical treatments.

B. COVID-19 and Its Impact on Immigrant Health

Scholars and researchers have produced some documentation of the disproportionate impact of COVID-19 on racial and ethnic

---


minorities. Early in the pandemic, Hispanic, American-Indian and Alaska Natives (“AIAN”), and Black people had higher rates of COVID-19 infection and death rates compared to their White and Asian counterparts, with a particularly high infection rate among Hispanic people. Given that the majority of undocumented people are Hispanic, they are understood to have increased vulnerability to COVID-19. In the Dallas-Fort Worth area, home to one of the nation’s largest populations of undocumented immigrants, the COVID-19 death rate for middle-aged Latino men was eight times higher than for their non-Latino White counterparts. A survey also showed that the likelihood of receiving the vaccine was lower for Hispanic populations in California and Texas, states which host approximately 42 percent of the undocumented population. These data points do not capture the complete picture of immigrant health during COVID-19, but in the absence of data and research that


specifically studies undocumented individuals, the available data indicates a disproportionate impact on undocumented Latino immigrants.

There are many factors that help explain this disproportionate impact. It could partially be attributed to a lack of access to health care, which would have allowed early diagnosis, monitoring, and treatment of COVID-19. Factors unique to undocumented and Latino communities, such as living in densely inhabited, multi-generational homes, can exacerbate the spread of infection. An interview of Latinx people living in Baltimore revealed the following:

Low-income immigrant families and work acquaintances frequently share residences to save money. When we contacted patients to tell them about a positive test result and ask who else could have been exposed, we often found that there were up to 10 workers sharing a two-bedroom apartment or several families living in one house. By the time we reached them, most household contacts were already sick. Maryland issued an emergency order prohibiting many evictions, but it didn’t protect immigrants subletting under irregular rental arrangements. Housing instability was so prevalent that we began routinely asking people whether they lived in a basement.

Public transportation, which immigrants may frequently rely on, could also contribute to the ease of contracting COVID-19.

Additionally, research has shown that psychological stress is correlated with falling ill and remaining sick. Dr. Sheldon Cohen, the Robert E. Doherty Professor of Psychology at Carnegie Mellon

---


42 See Madeleine E.G. Parker et al., Public Transit Use in the United States in the Era Of COVID-19: Transit Riders’ Travel Behavior In The COVID-19 Impact And Recovery Period, 111 TRANSP. POL’Y 53, 60 (2021) (“People with lower incomes or decreased incomes due to the pandemic, people of color, and people living in urban areas and apartments are more likely to be transit riders.”).

University, published an article arguing that due to the overlapping symptoms between the common cold, influenza, and COVID-19, it may be inferred that psychosocial risk factors, such as stress, play a role in increasing vulnerability to COVID-19.\(^\text{44}\) If true, it is plausible that stress related to immigration status renders immigrants vulnerable to COVID-19.\(^\text{45}\)

Finally, the rates at which COVID-19 ravaged immigrant communities can be traced to the economic conditions of poverty and precarity that undocumented communities face, which may compel them to continue working despite stay-at-home orders.\(^\text{46}\) The foregoing characteristics of life as an undocumented immigrant in the U.S. could exacerbate people’s susceptibility to COVID-19.

Moreover, a large part of the undocumented community found themselves at the front lines of the COVID-19 response as health care providers.\(^\text{47}\) 15,000 registered nurses and licensed practical nurses, 19,000 lab and diagnostic technicians, and 139,000 home health aides, nursing assistants, and personal care aides are estimated to be undocumented, in addition to 188,000 others who provide services as custodians, food servers, and administrative workers to keep hospitals, nursing homes, and labs functioning.\(^\text{48}\) These individuals were likely directly exposed to COVID-19 infected patients, significantly increasing their chances of contracting the virus.

---


\(^{46}\) See *infra* notes 54–57.


\(^{48}\) Id.
In addition to being frontline workers, undocumented immigrants formed a large part of the “essential” workforce. In the U.S., there are approximately eight million undocumented workers, accounting for about 4 percent of the country’s total workforce.49 Based on 2018 U.S. Census data, the Center for Migration Studies estimated that 5.5 million workers in “essential critical infrastructures” categories, meaning people who work to meet the “health, infrastructure, manufacturing, service, food, safety, and other needs of all Americans,” are undocumented immigrants.50 In fact, about 74 percent of all undocumented workers are essential workers.51 Undocumented immigrants form large shares of essential industries: 48 percent of food and agricultural workers are undocumented,52 and undocumented immigrants are over-represented in occupations related to construction, building and grounds cleaning, production, and transportation.53 As a significant portion of essential workers, undocumented immigrants face a disproportionate risk of exposure to COVID-19.

Considering this heightened exposure risk in the workplace, it is especially jarring that undocumented immigrants are excluded from unemployment funds and did not have the option to stay home that many Americans had.54 It is also worth repeating that jobs in these industries do not commonly provide employer-sponsored health

51 Id.
53 Svajlenka, supra note 47, at 6.
54 See Page & Flores-Miller, supra note 41, at 5.
care coverage, thus leaving workers to either spend a large sum of their salaries affording private coverage or remain uninsured.\(^{55}\) As a final point, these workers often found themselves continuing to work through sickness out of fear of being fired and unable to survive without a paycheck.\(^ {56}\) A study reported as follows:

Compounding the risks, many of these workers labor in conditions ripe for viral spread, standing shoulder to shoulder along conveyor belts in vegetable-packing houses, washing dishes in restaurant kitchens, stocking grocery shelves[,] and cleaning hotel rooms. At day’s end, many return to bunkhouses or cramped homes housing multiple generations of family. “It’s going through the whole house, and if the whole house doesn’t work, they don’t eat,” Davis said. “We’ve had patients begging us not to test them, because then they can’t go to work.”\(^ {57}\)

Despite the above realities that made undocumented immigrants especially vulnerable to COVID-19, they were left out of meaningful COVID-19 relief. Firstly, undocumented immigrants were barred from receiving stimulus checks.\(^ {58}\) In addition to restrictions placed on undocumented persons themselves, the Coronavirus Aid, Relief, and Economic Security Act (“CARES Act”) passed in March of 2020 also barred those in households with people of mixed immigration status (in which some family members used an Individual Taxpayer Identification Number (“ITIN”)) from receiving stimulus checks despite their own immigration status.\(^ {59}\) An estimated 5.5 million U.S. citizens or green-card holders live with

\(^{55}\) Svajlenka, supra note 47, at 16.

\(^{56}\) Id.


at least one family member filing taxes using an ITIN," and those millions of people were excluded from pandemic relief simply due to their association with an undocumented family member.

Another significant hole in pandemic assistance for undocumented immigrants was their exclusion from unemployment support. Despite high numbers of workers facing unemployment due to the pandemic, unemployment insurance was only provided to those who had work authorization. Fortunately, some states sought to remedy this situation. For example, one in six undocumented workers lost their jobs in New York City as a result of the pandemic. Upon recognizing this problem, New York committed $2.1 billion of the state budget to assist undocumented workers who had been systematically excluded from federal pandemic assistance. Under New York’s program—the first of its kind—undocumented immigrants who qualified for Tier 1 benefits would receive a flat rate of $15,600, which is still less than half of what New Yorkers who are U.S. citizens receive in unemployment insurance. These relief measures are significant, as they directly put money in the pockets of people and can be potentially spent to enhance health—to buy healthier food, improve living situations, alleviate stress, and purchase health insurance. New York’s program can also help other states realize what they can do to provide immigrants relief.

---


61 Id.


64 See id.
Regarding health care services, the Family First Act provided funding for COVID-19 testing for the uninsured. And, while the CARES Act included treatment of uninsured patients with COVID-19, it did not actually offer insurance to the patients. Even though the treatment was reimbursable, this model caused confusion among undocumented people who did not know that their hospital visits could be covered. The inadequacy of this option led to several states adopting emergency Medicaid authorizations to cover uninsured patients with COVID-19 and amending their qualifying conditions to include outpatient prevention, testing, and treatment of COVID-19. Although the CARES Act and the American Rescue Plan increased and extended funding for community health centers that service undocumented immigrants, these facilities too faced difficulty in accessing the aid.

Even where the government made efforts to help undocumented people throughout the pandemic, those efforts were not necessarily fruitful. For instance, when COVID-19 vaccines were developed, there was a push to vaccinate immunocompromised people, elderly people, and front line and essential workers. Similarly, efforts were made for immigrant populations to receive the vaccine. Despite those efforts, vaccinations were resisted by immigrant populations


68 See infra notes 131–35.

due to the fear of misuse of vaccine administration data—an apprehension that may be justified by looking to the nation’s violent history of immigration surveillance.\textsuperscript{70} There were concerns among communities and immigrant advocates about provisions in the Data Use Agreement between states and the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention ("CDC") because such agreements mandated the collection of personal identifiable information ("PII") and permitted such sensitive information to be shared with different federal agencies.\textsuperscript{71} The CDC clarified that it would not seek PII such as Social Security numbers, driver’s license numbers, or passport numbers, and assured that vaccine administration data would not be used for immigration enforcement purposes.\textsuperscript{72} Despite this clarification, fear of obtaining the vaccine persisted for many immigrants.\textsuperscript{73}

The significance of the challenges faced and the contributions made by immigrants during the pandemic cannot be overstated. Despite their role in fighting the pandemic, undocumented immigrants found themselves excluded from pandemic relief. In addition to relief, they found themselves unable to access tools, such as telehealth, that were being adapted and expanded to make health care more accessible during the pandemic. The subsequent sections discuss the expansion of telehealth in particular, and describe how it failed to consider the unique needs of undocumented immigrants.

\textsuperscript{70} Id.


\textsuperscript{72} See Data Use and Sharing Agreement to Support the United States Government’s Covid-19 Emergency Response Jurisdiction Immunization and Vaccine Administration Data Agreement, CTRS. FOR DISEASE CONTROL & PREVENTION 24, https://www.cdc.gov/vaccines/covid-19/reporting/downloads/vaccine-administration-data-agreement.pdf [https://perma.cc/WPH7-ZHPE] (last visited Sept. 18, 2022) (“CDC has sought minimally necessary data elements for the public health purposes set out in the DUA. Those elements are set out in the appendices. CDC will not seek social security numbers, driver’s license numbers, or passport numbers. As stated here, any changes to the data elements will be in consultation with the jurisdictions.”).

\textsuperscript{73} Id.
III. THE PANDEMIC-INDUCED TELEHEALTH BOOM

As COVID-19 brought the world to a standstill, the prevalence of telehealth as a mode of health care delivery skyrocketed.

The Health Resources and Services Administration ("HRSA") of the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services ("HHS") defines telehealth as the use of electronic information and telecommunications technologies to support and promote long-distance clinical health care, patient and professional health-related education, and public health and health administration. Technologies include videoconferencing, the internet, store-and-forward imaging, streaming media, and landline and wireless communications.  

Various types of technologies may be used to provide telehealth, including smartphones, tablets, video-conferencing, and high-resolution cameras. Telehealth also uses several techniques. For instance, “Remote Patient Monitoring (‘RPM’)) involves the reporting, collection, transmission, and evaluation of patient health data through electronic devices such as wearables, mobile devices, smartphone apps, and internet-enabled computers.” RPM also uses store-and-forward methods, which entail capturing, storing, and transmitting health related information including photographs, scans, and data. Some of the benefits of telehealth include increased access to health care from wherever an individual is located, reduced travel time and associated costs (such as arranging transportation and child care), reduced wait times, and increased access to specialists who may be located at further distances.

While telehealth has been around for a long time, its utilization was minimal due to factors such as the lack of uniform policies that regulated coverage, licensing, and prescription. However, with the

---

76 Id.
77 Id.
spread of COVID-19, this legal landscape was forced to change as telehealth skyrocketed in popularity; its utility during the pandemic was evident as it allowed for limiting physical contact and reduced exposure to the virus.\textsuperscript{80} To meet the needs created by the pandemic and telehealth’s rapid expansion, federal and state authorities revisited telehealth regulations and considered the perspectives of different health care stakeholders.

On the coverage and payment front, many changes were made to increase telehealth coverage and reimbursement. Prior to the pandemic, telehealth visits could be reimbursed through Medicaid under a limited set of circumstances, particularly when the patients lived in rural areas.\textsuperscript{81} During the pandemic, HHS lifted this requirement for Medicaid as well as the requirement that the patient’s home be an originating site of care.\textsuperscript{82} The Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services (“CMS”) also added several telehealth services to its list of covered services.\textsuperscript{83} Medicare reimbursed all audio-video visits and most audio-only visits at the same rate as in-person visits.\textsuperscript{84} In response to the pandemic, states also issued emergency policies allowing telehealth services to be provided to beneficiaries at home.\textsuperscript{85} Most states also adopted opportunities-and-barriers-for-telem Medicine-in-the-u-s-during-the-covid-19-emergency-and-beyond/ [https://perma.cc/U7NB-N5EP].


\textsuperscript{83} \textit{Id.}


\textsuperscript{85} See Weigel, supra note 79.
payment parity for services offered through Medicaid, as well as for private health plans in some cases. These federal and state actions expanded telehealth use during the pandemic.

Another area of action in the telehealth context during the pandemic was licensing. While pre-pandemic state licensure laws barred providers from offering services to patients located in states where they were not licensed to practice, during the public health emergency, many states relaxed their licensure requirements and started granting temporary licenses to out-of-state practitioners. Additionally, rules that governed prescriptions warranted the prior existence of doctor-patient relationships prohibited the communication of sensitive information over common platforms, and prevented reimbursement for audio-only visits were also relaxed.

The motivation behind these changes to the regulatory landscape was to encourage the use of telehealth, and the intended effects were achieved. As of July 2021, telehealth utilization had stabilized at levels thirty-eight times higher than pre-pandemic levels, and up to 17 percent of all outpatient/office visit claims with regards to evaluation and management were conducted virtually. Telehealth saw differing successes across specialties, with the greatest adoption

---


87 Id.


89 See Weigel, supra note 79.

90 Id.

91 See infra notes 170–72, 183–85.

92 Medicare Telemedicine Health Care Provider Fact Sheet, supra note 84.

of telehealth in psychiatry, substance use treatment, endocrinology, rheumatology, and gastroenterology.\textsuperscript{94} Telehealth’s high rates of adoption were underscored by its effectiveness in areas such as telestroke,\textsuperscript{95} telemental health,\textsuperscript{96} and telerehabilitation.\textsuperscript{97} Studies also found that patients’ perceptions of telehealth were favorable.\textsuperscript{98}

Many in the health care sector have described telehealth as a revolutionary\textsuperscript{99} way of delivering health care. Moreover, many have described the uptick in telehealth use as a radical means that would bridge disparities and improve access to care for underserved populations, including low-income people and those living in rural


\textsuperscript{97} Id.

\textsuperscript{98} See Bree E. Holtz, \textit{Patients Perceptions of Telemedicine Visits Before and After the Coronavirus Disease 2019 Pandemic}, 27 TELEMEDICINE & E-HEALTH 1 (Jan. 8, 2021); Rachel E. Granberg, \textit{Medical Oncology Patient Perceptions of Telehealth Video Visits}, 17 JCO ONTOLOGY PRAC. (July 21, 2021) (“Patients identified convenience, anxiety, COVID-19, and provider preference as positively influencing the acceptability of video visits.”).

The federal government invested funds into strengthening telehealth in rural and underserved areas, stressing telemedicine “is a vital tool for improving health equity by providing timely clinical assessment and treatment for our most vulnerable populations.”\footnote{See Ellen B. Franciosi et al., \textit{The Impact of Telehealth Implementation on Underserved Populations and No-Show Rates by Medical Specialty During the COVID-19 Pandemic}, 27 \textsc{Telemedicine} & \textsc{E-Health} (2021).} \footnote{Biden-Harris Administration Invests over $19 Million to Expand Telehealth Nationwide and Improve Health in Rural, Other Underserved Communities, U.S. DEP’T OF HEALTH & HUM. SERVS. (Aug. 18, 2021), https://www.hhs.gov/about/news/2021/08/18/biden-harris-administration-invests-over-19-million-expand-telehealth-nationwide-improve-health-rural.html [https://perma.cc/7UDR-7J3Y].} The value of telehealth is demonstrated by studies reporting positive outcomes related to telehealth use in rural communities, including “acceptability and increased satisfaction,” as well as reports that “the technology was considered convenient and efficient.”\footnote{Michael Butzner & Yendelea Cuffee, \textit{Telehealth Interventions and Outcomes Across Rural Communities in the United States: Narrative Review}, 23 \textsc{J. Med. Internet Resch.} (2021).} Decreased time and cost of travel, improved physician recruitment and retention, and increased education of patients were also reported.\footnote{Id.}

As evidenced by the above paragraphs, telehealth was, rightfully, found to be very successful during the pandemic. That said, the advantages of telehealth were not equally distributed. The following section discusses the impact on one sub-section of the population: undocumented immigrants.

\section*{IV. Telehealth Accessibility for Undocumented Immigrants}

The Robert Wood Johnson Foundation (“RWJF”) defines health equity as when “everyone has a fair and just opportunity to be as healthy as possible,” and states that this goal cannot be achieved without “removing obstacles to health such as poverty, discrimination, and their consequences, including powerlessness and lack of access to good jobs with fair pay, quality education and...
housing, safe environments, and health care.”

Advocates for telehealth equity have shown that the benefits of telehealth did not reach all populations equally. This inequity is extremely concerning because the benefits of telehealth, as mentioned above, are precluded from reaching populations that already face a myriad of hurdles in obtaining health care.

Elderly, lower-income, and non-White community members are less likely to enjoy the benefits of telehealth. According to a Rock Health study, the most likely telehealth consumers were younger patients with higher incomes and education levels, and patients who had chronic health conditions. Research also found, of “telehealth users, the highest share of visits that utilized video services occurred among young adults ages 18 to 24 (72.5%), those earning at least $100,000 (68.8%), those with private insurance (65.9%), and White individuals (61.9%).” Furthermore, a study in the Pacific Northwest showed that only 2.6 percent of telemedicine visits were by patients with limited English proficiency. Telehealth usage also differed across races. For instance, data from the Mount Sinai Health System in New York showed that Black patients, Hispanic patients, and non-English speakers were more likely to visit the emergency


room than to use telehealth. The Telehealth Equity Coalition points to these findings as “direct evidence” of the racial and ethnic disparities that exist in the use of telehealth.\footnote{Ellerie Weber et al., \textit{Characteristics of Telehealth Users in NYC for COVID-Related Care During the Coronavirus Pandemic}, 27 J. AM. MED. INFORMATICS ASSOC. 1949, 1951 (2020).}

The HHS has a webpage dedicated to health equity in telehealth, where the Department states it can ensure “equal access to telehealth care for everyone . . . through improvements to telehealth workflow, staff training, and community resources.”\footnote{See TELEHEALTH EQUITY COAL., \textit{supra} note 105.} The Department goes on to highlight certain measures to improve telehealth access, such as making materials accessible in different languages, and asking if patients need assistive devices to participate in virtual visits.\footnote{\textit{Health Equity In Telehealth}, U.S. DEP’T OF HEALTH & HUM. SERVS. (June 3, 2022), https://telehealth.hhs.gov/providers/health-equity-in-telehealth/ [https://perma.cc/N645-JTF7].} None of these measures, however, engage with RWJF’s capacious understanding of health equity that requires tackling structural factors behind inequity, such as the lack of access to jobs with fair pay and powerlessness—both of which can arguably impact telehealth use. That said, measures on increasing accessibility to technology and designing technology with equity in mind have been suggested by many advocates.\footnote{\textit{Id.}}

Being an immigrant often overlaps with being a person of color, being low-income, and living in a rural region. While health equity initiatives will increase immigrants’ access to telehealth, the truth is that this social group has unique needs that have been glossed over by those writing about and advocating for telehealth equity. These issues need to be viewed in light of the above context; undocumented immigrants provided front line services and essential work during the pandemic, whereby they were exposed to COVID-19. The following sections analyze how immigration status impacts telehealth access and identify the unique barriers undocumented immigrants face in using telehealth.

\footnote{\textit{Id.}}
A. The Impact of Insurance on Telehealth Affordability

As noted earlier, undocumented immigrants are highly likely to be uninsured, meaning their health care expenses are unsubsidized and paid out-of-pocket. Research has shown that the rates of telehealth use were far lower for uninsured individuals compared to individuals with insurance. This difference was not marginal by any standard; among respondents who were Medicare or Medicaid users, 27.4 percent and 29.3 percent, respectively, said that they had accessed telehealth services over the last four weeks. Of those with private insurance, only 20.7 percent of people reported using telehealth during the last month. The lowest use was among the uninsured, with only 9 percent reporting using telehealth services over the last month. The uninsured also had higher rates of having audio-only telehealth visits instead of video telehealth visits.

The above data can be reconciled with other research on medical utilization by uninsured individuals. Studies have demonstrated that the uninsured are less likely than the insured to receive preventive health care or services for chronic diseases and major health conditions. A study has also found that over 30 percent of nonelderly adults without coverage said that they went without the care they needed in the past year because of costs attached to receiving care. Only 5.3 percent of adults with private coverage and 9.5 percent of adults with public coverage reported going without care for the same reason. The fears of high health care costs are
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valid in the face of research finding that medical care paid out-of-pocket may cause an uninsured person to become medically bankrupt.\textsuperscript{122}

Telehealth use has often been associated with lower costs for health care.\textsuperscript{123} A 2017 study found telehealth visits cost patients an average of $79 per visit, compared to $146 for an office visit.\textsuperscript{124} As per SaveHealth, a prescription coupon provider, a typical telehealth appointment with a primary care provider costs about $50, while a traditional in-person office visit generally costs about $176 per visit.\textsuperscript{125} Both of these studies take into account the use of direct-to-consumer (“DTC”) telehealth.

Aside from telehealth companies, new models of telehealth delivery have arisen among health systems, as can be seen with “JeffConnect,” a telemedicine platform used by Jefferson Health, an integrated academic system in Philadelphia. JeffConnect uses audio and video technology to deliver health care services and charges a $49 flat fee per consultation.\textsuperscript{126} A study found that providing telehealth reduced costs for both patients and health care providers in emergency situations, with each avoided emergency department visit generating savings from $309 to over $1,500.\textsuperscript{127} The study also found “[t]he net cost savings to the patient or payer per telemedicine

\textsuperscript{122} See John W. Scott et al., Cured into Destitution: Catastrophic Health Expenditure Risk Among Uninsured Trauma Patients in the United States, 267 ANNALS OF SURGERY 1093 (2018).

\textsuperscript{123} See generally Asim Kichloo et al., Telemedicine, The Current COVID-19 Pandemic and The Future: A Narrative Revision And Perspectives Moving Forward In The USA, 8 FAM. MED. CMTY. HEALTH (Aug. 2020) (contrasting the cost-effective nature of telemedicine to costly in-person visits).
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\textsuperscript{127} Garrison Nord et al., On-Demand Synchronous Audio Video Telemedicine Visits are Cost Effective, 37 AM. J. EMERGENCY MED. 890, 892 (2019).
visit of $19–$121 represent[ed] a meaningful cost savings when compared with the $49 cost of an on-demand visit.”

Although saving over $70 dollars via a telehealth visit is significant for those without insurance, a $50 visit is still expensive, and may be profoundly more so for immigrants. Undocumented immigrants frequently hold more low-paying jobs than other groups of people, as seen by their over-representation in agricultural, construction, and hospitality industries. Workers earning the federal minimum wage of $7.25 per hour would still need to work close to seven hours to afford one telehealth visit. These costs may be more burdensome for undocumented workers, who are extremely susceptible to wage theft and often support large families.

In the conversation about the affordability of health care services, including telehealth, for immigrants, the role of community health centers cannot be ignored. In 2019, about 1,400 community health centers operating in around 13,000 community locations cared for nearly 30 million patients. Due to their services provided, locations, and experience in serving at-risk populations, community health centers provided not only COVID-19 treatment
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and related care, but also tended to other ongoing health concerns. Undocumented immigrants rely very heavily on these clinics and providers.

A study of sixteen state and regional Primary Care Associations found that health centers quickly transitioned to providing patients health care services via telehealth when lockdowns were first implemented. Health care providers were also able to get emergency authorization for telehealth and worked closely with state Medicaid agencies. While community health centers reportedly ran into many technological issues, such as internet connectivity, they adapted using various techniques like “installing WIFI boosters in their parking lots and providing tablets to patients who participate in telehealth visits from their cars. They [had] also redeployed some staff to walk patients through the process of setting up for telehealth visits.”

One problem created by the pandemic was loss of revenue for community health centers. According to research that studied telehealth use among safety-net organizations in California during the COVID-19 pandemic, visit volumes at Federally Qualified Health Centers (“FQHCs”) modestly declined for primary care visits. Such visit decreases led to a loss of income. In response, FQHCs received grants from HRSA, which they did not have to apply for, that were based on the size of the population they served and the number of uninsured patients reported. Health centers were also oftentimes eligible for funding under the Paycheck Protection Program (“PPP”), the Provider Relief Fund, and the
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Uninsured Claims Fund. That said, larger-sized health centers were ineligible for some forms of funding, thereby raising questions of their solvency. In summary, due to the lack of visits to community health centers (which could be explained by COVID-19 and a transition to telehealth), community health centers experienced a lack of revenue and were put at existential risk, threatening loss to undocumented immigrants of what may be their only form of healthcare.

B. Privacy and Surveillance Concerns

An area of concern for undocumented immigrants regarding telehealth is their privacy. “The Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act of 1996 (‘HIPAA’) is a federal law that required the creation of national standards to protect sensitive patient health information from being disclosed without the patient’s consent or knowledge.” It oversees aspects of data privacy and security with the aim to protect sensitive medical information that the statute refers to as “protected health information” (“PHI”). Under the HIPAA Privacy Rule, health care providers are generally prohibited from disclosing PHI unless limited circumstances apply.
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said, this rule allows health care providers to share PHI without authorization for certain public health reasons, including preventing or controlling diseases.\footnote{\textsection 164.512(b)(1)(i).}


This change in landscape has the propensity to cause significant issues for undocumented immigrants who have been found to "live in the shadows," a phrase used to characterize their persistent state of fear due to the risk of deportation.\footnote{\textit{See Sarah Brayne, Surveillance and System Avoidance: Criminal Justice Contact and Institutional Attachment, 79 AM. SOCIO. REV. 367 (2014); Sarah Desai et al., Legacies of Marginalization: System Avoidance Among the Adult}
be partially explained by this system avoidance. In health care particularly, these fears are justified by immigration surveillance at health care sites, as detailed by Medha D. Makhlfou in her piece “Health Care Sanctuaries.” She narrates an incident where the staff of a medical clinic called law enforcement on a client when they suspected the client had provided a fake driver’s license as her identification, causing her to be arrested and putting her at risk of being deported.

Makhlfou points out that health care providers may not have reason to inquire about patients’ citizenship or immigration status, but such information can be clinically relevant. She argues that a patient’s citizenship and immigration status should be considered PHI under HIPAA as long as a connection could be made to the patient’s health condition, the provision of health care to the patient, or the payment for the health care provided to the patient. If immigration status is deemed unprotected as PHI, that in itself is dangerous for immigrants whose information could be shared with law enforcement at any point. However, if immigration status is protected under HIPAA, the relaxation of HIPAA’s enforcement during the pandemic may cause novel issues by allowing this information to be shared with public health authorities and law enforcement.

Public officials in at least two-thirds of states were reported sharing the addresses of people who tested positive with first responders, including police officers, firefighters, and EMTs. Associated Press also found that at least ten states were sharing the names of their patients with these authorities. The Tennessee
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Immigrant and Refugee Rights Coalition called sharing the medical information “deeply concerning,” warning that doing so may undermine the trust governments have been trying to build with immigrants and communities of color. The information sharing could undermine efforts to build trust between the government and undocumented immigrants. Such disclosures may inform U.S. Immigration and Customs Enforcement (“ICE”) and law enforcement as to the whereabouts of undocumented immigrants, putting them at risk of arrest, detention, and deportation.

These fears also inform immigrants’ low utilization of telehealth. In a Health Affairs article, authors Altai Saadi and Jorge A. Rodriguez discuss undocumented immigrants’ privacy concerns while using telehealth. As doctors, they noted that their immigrant patients raised questions about what information the app tracked on their phones, who could listen to the telehealth conversations, and whether the conversations were recorded.

In addition to the good faith waiver and related relaxations, OCR also stipulated that, in the provision of telehealth, providers must use “non-public facing remote communication,” as well as the need for “end-to-end encryption” when using video, audio, or texting applications, regardless of the waiver. As a result, public-facing products such as TikTok, Facebook Live, and Twitch were not acceptable platforms, but FaceTime, Facebook Messenger video chat, Google Hangouts video chat, Whatsapp video chat, Zoom, and Skype were deemed acceptable. Prior to the pandemic, such technologies were not used for telehealth; whereas, during the public health emergency, OCR held it would not pursue
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otherwise-applicable penalties for interceptions or breaches resulting from the good faith provision of telehealth services.\textsuperscript{162}

The broadening of communication methods for telehealth led to a different set of challenges, particularly because a lot of information that was collected through these additional technology and telecommunications companies is not protected under HIPAA. As Sharon Bassan in her article “Data Privacy Considerations for Telehealth Consumers Amid COVID-19” explains:

For example, consider a doctor who uses a company such as Facebook’s online video and chat platform to consult with patients. Notably, care may be delivered by a professional that is ordinarily subject to HIPAA, but the health information provided through Facebook may be regulated under Facebook’s privacy policy, and therefore subject to relaxed standards. Effectively, since there is no comprehensive legislation to monitor telehealth technologies that are not covered by HIPAA, telecommunication companies can gather health-related information as they wish.\textsuperscript{163}

This example used by Bassan could be devastating for immigrants since Facebook’s privacy policy allows information sharing with law enforcement in certain situations. Similar surveillance of immigrants’ social media has taken place before, such as when ICE agents used Facebook’s backend data to track undocumented suspects by obtaining a log of when their account was accessed and the IP addresses that were used.\textsuperscript{164}

This problematic lack of privacy is not limited only to Facebook, but also applies to other telehealth and digital health platforms. According to one study, 81 percent of diabetes apps did not have privacy policies.\textsuperscript{165} Most of these apps “shared information with third parties, posing privacy risks because there are no federal legal
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protections against the sale or disclosure of data from medical apps to third parties.”166

Recently, a class-action lawsuit was filed against telehealth software vendor MDLIVE alleging that MDLIVE, “without notifying patients, programmed its app to transmit screenshots of consumers’ personal and sensitive health information to an overseas third-party Israel-based tech company, TestFairy, that provides application performance testing on Android and iOS mobile apps.”167 The complaint alleged that MDLIVE took an average of sixty screenshots of a patient’s screen, including health conditions, medications, and behavioral health history, which was stored and controlled by TestFairy without encrypting the images.168 Such information, in the wrong hands, could be catastrophic for undocumented immigrants. Not only could their status be learned by people they did not wish to share it with, but this information could also be weaponized for other matters, such as determining who could become a public charge in the future.

In her article, Sharon Bassan found that OCR’s waiver of typical enforcement standards meant that health care consumers became solely responsible for their data privacy protections:

The ball is in the court of patients who use telehealth to take precautions before switching to online consultation. When engaging in telehealth, reading the privacy policy of whichever technology one decides to use can be considered best practice. Given that consumers cannot ex post facto void the terms of service based on their failure to read or understand the policy, it is highly recommended for patients to spend time doing so with respect to any technologies that they consider using during the COVID-19 outbreak.169

As will be discussed, undocumented immigrants may not possess digital skills and may have limited English proficiency. Considering these realities, it may not be possible for them to engage with highly
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technical privacy policies of telehealth providers that they might visit. This too should be kept in mind when shifting the onus of privacy protection on health care consumers.

C. Access to Technology and Digital Skills

A person’s ability to use telehealth is impacted by a variety of factors, including reliable internet access, availability of devices to access services, and previous experience with the technology. Proponents of telehealth equity have often discussed these issues of digital and language access. The following paragraphs will further these conversations in the context of undocumented immigrants.

The Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (“OECD”) defines the digital divide as “the gap between individuals, households, businesses and geographic areas at different socio-economic levels with regard to both their opportunities to access information and communication technologies (“ICTs”) and to their use of the Internet for a wide variety of activities.”\(^{170}\) Given that telehealth requires access to ICTs and the internet, this framework becomes helpful to assess which side of the divide certain groups fall on regarding access to telehealth. It is crucial to remember that these positions are not static and that the pandemic itself may have caused shifts. For instance, income loss due to COVID-19 may lead to internet access becoming unaffordable for certain families. An April 2021 survey found that “about a quarter of home broadband users (26%) and smartphone owners (24%) said that they worried a lot or some about paying their internet and cellphone bills over the next few months.”\(^{171}\) Additionally, the pandemic led to the closure of many public libraries, on which people may be dependent for internet access.\(^{172}\)


\(^{172}\) See Lauren Kirchner, Millions of Americans Depend on Libraries for Internet. Now They’re Closed, MARKUP (June 25, 2020, 10:00 AM),
Broadband internet access has been found, now more than ever, to be a social determinant of health. Not only has it become impossible to consult a physician without access to telecommunications technology, but during the pandemic, most ambulatory care shifted to telehealth. Broadband intersects with various identified social determinants of health, including education and employment, leading several organizations to recognize internet access as a “super-determinant” of health. Despite its importance, Broadband Now Research estimated that about 42 million Americans lacked access to wired or fixed wireless broadband.

Research has shown that some groups of immigrants have lower rates of internet usage. Per 2016 estimates, one-tenth of families headed by Hispanic immigrants had no access to the internet, which was twice the rate of non-Hispanic White residents. This study showed that Black immigrant households, however, had access to digital technology at the same rate as the general U.S. population.

In addition to internet usage, there is a separate issue of owning technologies on which the internet can be accessed. According to a Pew Research Center survey conducted from January 25 to February 8, 2021, Black and Hispanic adults in the United States remain less
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likely than White adults to say they own a traditional computer or have high-speed internet at home, but encountered no such differences when it came to other devices, such as smartphones and tablets.\textsuperscript{179}

While there is limited data on specifically undocumented immigrants’ access to data and technology, it could be inferred, due to their membership in certain social groups, they should be treated as though they may face difficulties in accessing these goods. One study on the impact of COVID-19 on Latinx families may support this inference. It found that COVID-19 caused several difficulties for at-home teaching, particularly for members of high-density households where devices may have to be shared, there may be interference from family members, and multiple people using the internet could lead to lower speeds or less data usage availability.\textsuperscript{180}

In the absence of internet access or electronic devices, telehealth services may become very difficult to use for immigrant families and communities. This understanding was also reflected in a study that explored the provision of social services to Latinx immigrants via telehealth.\textsuperscript{181}

In addition to the problem of accessing digital technology, there is a related problem of whether consumers actually know how to use the technology. The United Nations Educational, Scientific, and Cultural Organization (“UNESCO”) defines digital skills as

\begin{itemize}
  \item a range of abilities to use digital devices, communication applications, and networks to access and manage information . . . to create and share digital content, communicate and collaborate, and solve problems for
\end{itemize}


effective and creative self-fulfillment in life, learning, work, and social activities at large.182

About 33 percent of immigrants do not have digital skills, and 29 percent have limited digital skills.183 That said, there is some complexity here, because research from 2012 showed that immigrants with a smartphone or cell phone used its features in greater numbers compared to U.S. cell phone users, particularly when it came to using video-calling services and posting on social media.184 This could indicate that immigrants may have certain digital skills, for instance video calling, while lacking others, such as sorting one’s emails.

Digital skills and literacy become very important in the provision of telehealth services. The Telehealth Equity Coalition explained that “[t]elehealth may require diverse digital literacy skills, including connecting to the internet, using a specific browser and email, downloading an app, and updating settings for security. It may also require use and calibration of computer hardware components, such as the camera, microphone, and speakers.”185 Patients may also be expected to operate complex patient portals to schedule meetings and access their health charts, something they might not have the proficiency to do. Given the nature of these tasks, it may be harder for those with limited access to technology and

183 Applying a Racial Equity Lens to Digital Literacy: How Workers of Color are Affected by Digital Skill Gaps, NAT’L SKILLS COAL. 1, 5 (Mar. 20, 2020), https://nationalskillscollection.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/12/Digital-Skills-Racial-Equity-Final.pdf [https://perma.cc/8YCX-VB56] [hereinafter Applying a Racial Equity Lens to Digital Literacy]. It would be typical for a person with limited skills to be able to complete basic computer tasks but have hardships while sorting emails. Id.
digital skills to navigate telehealth technologies, and may therefore impact immigrants’ access to telehealth.

D. English Proficiency

In 2013, “25.5 million people (8.5% of the U.S. population) reported that they were Limited English Proficient (‘LEP’), or spoke a language other than English at home and spoke English ‘not very well,’ ‘not well,’ or ‘not at all.’”\(^{186}\) In that same year, a study determined 81 percent of all individuals with LEP were foreign-born.\(^{187}\) Spanish was the language predominantly spoken by both immigrant and U.S.-born individuals with LEP.\(^{188}\) “About 64 percent (16.2 million) of the total LEP population spoke Spanish, followed by Chinese (1.6 million, or 6 percent), Vietnamese (847,000, 3 percent), Korean (599,000, 2 percent), and Tagalog (509,000, 2 percent).”\(^{189}\)

In comparison to an English-proficient individual, a person with LEP was more likely to be less educated and to live in poverty.\(^{190}\) This could be related to the fact that immigrants, particularly those with Limited English Proficiency (“LEP”), are overrepresented in groups with limited or no digital skills.\(^{191}\) The Programme for the International Assessment of Adult Competencies found that the proportion of U.S. adults without computer experience is much higher for immigrants who speak a non-English language in the home at almost 21 percent compared to about 5 percent for English speakers.\(^{192}\) Employed LEP men in 2013 were more likely to work in construction, natural resources, and maintenance occupations, as
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compared to men who were proficient in English. Women with LEP were much more likely to be employed in service and personal-care occupations than English-proficient women. The above data points show the links between LEP and limited digital skills.

One factor that makes telehealth very promising is its enhanced capacity for providing culturally competent care by allowing patients to get in touch with providers who can speak their language and understand their cultural needs and backgrounds. However, this potential has yet to be unlocked. Research shows patients with LEP struggled to set up platforms such as Zoom and relied on clinic personnel, staff, or family members, such as their children. A study among California patients found that only 4.8 percent of patients with LEP utilized telehealth, compared to 12.3 percent of proficient English speakers. Another study in California showed that those with LEP used video visits less frequently than those without. This study found that, once patients with LEP had a video visit, they were not different from patients without LEP in their likelihood to reuse video visits, which led to the hypothesis that
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“helping adults with LEP overcome initial barriers to using video visits will result in more frequent future video visit use.”

When providing care to LEP patients, doctors may require interpreters. A study found that “for patients with language service needs, having language concordant providers or a trusted source (i.e., a family member or clinic personnel) interpret was preferable to a third-party service because of the comfort and trust afforded by these existing relationships in addition to fewer technical and communication/interpretation barriers.” That said, delays were reported in connecting to interpreter services during virtual visits. Another barrier is the need for certain pages to be translated for LEP access. However, while translations could be useful, they are often done so inaccurately, losing full relevance and meaning.

V. THE PATH TOWARDS TELEHEALTH EQUITY FOR UNDOCUMENTED IMMIGRANTS

While telehealth has been regarded as a radical innovation with the potential of transforming care, the sections above show how the access to telehealth and the effectiveness of this health care delivery method differs from population to population. In particular, the previous sections outlined the ways in which undocumented immigrants are unable to access or benefit from telehealth due to immigration laws and policies in place, and due to their economic, social, and cultural positions.

As seen during the COVID-19 pandemic, immigrants are an indispensable part of the United States and were at the frontlines during the pandemic, ensuring that Americans were kept safe and healthy. This, in itself, should create a moral imperative that their health care needs should be provided for. The following sections
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recommend how to substantively unlock telehealth as a mode of health care delivery for immigrants.

A. Ensuring Health Care Coverage and Access for Immigrants

One of the most important steps in achieving health and telehealth equity for undocumented immigrants is to extend health care coverage and make health care affordable. Steps to do so must be taken at both the federal and state levels.

At the federal level, legislators can support the Health Access Under the Law for Immigrant Families Act (“HEAL Act”), which was introduced in the United States Senate during the 117th Congress and would, if passed, remove the exclusion of undocumented immigrants from receiving coverage from the ACA’s Health Insurance Exchanges, thus making undocumented immigrants eligible to purchase qualified health insurance coverage.203 As of April 2022, six states (California, Illinois, Massachusetts, New York, Oregon, Washington) and the District of Columbia provided state-funded coverage to all income-eligible children, regardless of their immigration status.204 These programs are subsidized through state funds for low-income children and adults who do not qualify for subsidized health insurance under the ACA or through other public programs like Medicaid or CHIP because of their immigration status.205 Actors at the state level should support such measures to ensure undocumented people received state-funded health care. Having such coverage, in turn, can allow immigrants to access the health care being provided on telehealth platforms.

While the above recommendations can make telehealth more accessible for undocumented immigrants, they may not significantly impact “system avoidant” behavior, which stems from fear of
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deportation and immigration enforcement.\textsuperscript{206} To overcome this fear, lawmakers must radically reform immigration enforcement. In fact, various advocates and scholars have implored contemplation of ending deportation and immigration surveillance, but these arguments are outside the scope of this Article.\textsuperscript{207} In the health care context specifically, “health care sanctuary” policies can help set up safe harbors that shield non-citizens interacting with health care institutions from immigration enforcement.\textsuperscript{208} Such policies call for actions such as limiting organizational cooperation with law enforcement and providing non-citizens with assistance and community aid.\textsuperscript{209} In addition, lawmakers should enact robust policies to protect patient data and sensitive information regarding immigration status. These policies would create safer spaces which may encourage seeking health care including via telehealth.

B. Bolstering Community-Based Care

Community health centers and FQHCs play a crucial role in providing health care for immigrants and underserved populations.\textsuperscript{210} These organizations also played a pivotal role in the fight against COVID-19.\textsuperscript{211} Despite their importance, FQHCs and local health centers struggle to meet the demands for health care due to a lack of necessary funding.\textsuperscript{212}

At certain times, money is allocated to strengthening community health, but allocations may not trickle down to the grassroots. For
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example, while the American Rescue Plan set aside funds to build a community health workforce, the money was actually spent on health departments or national initiatives instead of towards funding local, community-based organizations. The funds set aside had also “been going to AmeriCorps workers who may not be from the communities they [even] worked in.”

This misspending led to demands for sustainable federal and state funding for community health organizations and workers, which should be considered and granted. HHS and states should also collectively strive to preserve Medicaid’s role in health center financing. In addition, efforts should be made to improve operations, technology, support systems, human resources, and other business functions in community health centers to facilitate a shift towards a value-based care mindset.

C. Emphasizing Digital Equity

Several steps were taken during the pandemic to improve broadband access in the United States. For instance, the Federal Communications Commission launched the Affordable Connectivity Program in 2021, discounting internet services for eligible households. Eligible households could also receive
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discounts to purchase a laptop, desktop computer, or tablet.\textsuperscript{218} This program also allowed the use of alternate methods to show eligibility, such as using an ITIN instead of requiring a Social Security Number, which only U.S. citizens have.\textsuperscript{219} Any initiatives designed to expand connectivity should include pathways for those who may not have certain types of documentation required for eligibility.

As seen earlier, in addition to digital technology, one may also require digital skills and knowledge to access telehealth platforms. Similarly, law and policy makers should take action to upskill workers through existing legislation, as well as by proposing new legislation. There are many ways that this could be done. The National Skills Coalition recommends that the Biden Administration should take administrative action to convene a task force that prioritizes digital literacy and should allocate more money towards capacity building.\textsuperscript{220} It also proposes that Congress should work towards reauthorizing legislation, such as the Workforce Innovation and Opportunity Act, and include additional investment in digital literacy.\textsuperscript{221} Additionally, it is recommended that policymakers should require outcome data to be disaggregated by race and ethnicity to ensure that workers of color benefit from investments supporting digital skill-building equal to White people.\textsuperscript{222}

With regards to telehealth reimbursement policies, state laws should require coverage and payment parity for audio-only telehealth visits. In the absence of broadband or digital skills, immigrants may rely on audio-only care. Before the pandemic, only three states required coverage of audio-only telehealth visits.\textsuperscript{223} This
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changed during the pandemic, and multiple states currently require coverage of audio-only telehealth delivery.\footnote{224} Such an option should be preserved and expanded, especially keeping in mind underserved populations, such as immigrants.

D. Prioritizing the Needs of LEP Patients

As seen earlier, those who are LEP require assistance and language interpretation services to successfully navigate the health care system. Under Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, “[n]o person in the United States shall, on the ground of race, color, or national origin, be excluded from participation in, be denied the benefits of, or be subjected to discrimination under any program or activity receiving Federal financial assistance.”\footnote{225} President Clinton issued Executive Order 13,166, entitled “Improving Access to Services for Persons with Limited English Proficiency” which effectively requires each federal agency to devise a system through which persons with LEP could meaningfully access the services it provides.\footnote{226}

Regulations implementing Title VI have been provided by agencies such as HHS, which requires state agencies and health care entities to provide for interpreters and the translation of written materials.\footnote{227} Furthermore, regulations interpreting Section 1557 of the ACA require regulated entities to “take reasonable steps to ensure meaningful access to such programs or activities by limited English proficient individuals.”\footnote{228} Following this, HHS and the Department of Justice (“DOJ”) are required to ensure that telehealth is provided in a non-discriminatory manner, and can be accessed by people with LEP. In furtherance of this obligation, the HHS website has some “tips and resources” that recipients of federal funding

\footnotesize{\begin{itemize}
\item medium=email&u_tn_campaign=Improving%20Health%20Care%20Quality [https://perma.cc/Y5VG-RRB6].
\item 224 Id.
\item 225 42 U.S.C. § 2000d.
\item 228 42 C.F.R. § 92.10.
\end{itemize}}
could keep in mind while providing telehealth access for LEP patients.\textsuperscript{229} It includes identifying the language patients speak, having accessible materials in different languages, including qualified medical interpreters in LEP patient interactions, and matching patients with providers in their preferred language.\textsuperscript{230}

Each of these recommendations should be actively enforced by the OCR and the DOJ, and providers should be educated on the different ways in which these goals can be met. Complaints about violations by telehealth providers can be filed with HHS\textsuperscript{231} and should be investigated expeditiously.

The Harris Health System—the safety-net health care system for Harris County, Texas—provides a good example for health care systems to incorporate interpreters when providing telehealth services.\textsuperscript{232} In particular, how Harris Health System developed interpretation services can be instructive:

Integration of professional medical interpretation should be easy for the physician and seamless for the patients. This is especially important for areas of the country with large immigrant communities. Given that the majority of our patients speak a language other than English, we made sure that interpreters were readily available for video visits. (Harris Health relies on two sources of interpreters: its own, which it has trained and who have been working from home during the pandemic, and those provided by an outside vendor when demand is high.)

Optimizing this service took several attempts. Initially we relied on the physicians to call the interpreter when needed. However, this created more work for the doctors and sometimes long queues to wait for an interpreter. So we adopted new technology. It allows a member of the clinic’s staff (typically a nurse) to initiate a request for an interpreter just prior to the patient’s virtual appointment with a physician that first is routed to Harris Health-employed interpreters at home. If one isn’t available, it automatically transfers the call to the contracted vendor.


\textsuperscript{230} Id.


interpreter logs into the virtual room assigned to the visit and waits until
the physician initiates the visit. This smoother process improved
satisfaction among both patients and staff.\textsuperscript{233}

This approach demonstrates how Harris Health System established
language access as a strategic priority, and put in place a system to
provide interpretation services efficiently. Medical providers and
health systems should ensure that similar processes are in place
while providing telehealth.

In addition to the above recommendations, telehealth providers
should ensure that their interfaces are designed with immigrants in
mind. This may involve adopting a one-click mobile option, using
plain and simple language, or providing a language toggle that can
help with accurate translation.\textsuperscript{234}

\textit{E. Conducting Further Research}

As seen throughout this Article, there is a significant dearth of
data on the rate of telehealth usage by undocumented immigrants.
There is also limited data on immigrants’ access to digital
technology and the level of the digital skills they possess.
Researchers should conduct qualitative and quantitative research
that would help us gain a more complete understanding of how
telehealth access among immigrants can be encouraged.

\textbf{VI. CONCLUSION}

The telehealth “revolution” has, on the contrary, been quite
unrevolutionary for undocumented immigrants, reflecting and even
amplifying their existing marginalization in health care systems.
While there are undoubtedly barriers for undocumented immigrants
to access telehealth services, a first step in tackling these
impediments is understanding that they were created by immigration
policies and are exacerbated by the fear and system avoidance that
accompanies the risk of immigration enforcement and deportation.
For immigrants to experience the benefits of telehealth as a new

\textsuperscript{233} \textit{Id.}
\textsuperscript{234} Sheila Villalobos, \textit{Designing Telehealth for First-Generation Immigrants},
\textsc{Medium} (Mar. 31, 2021), \url{https://bootcamp.uxdesign.cc/designing-telehealth-for-first-generation-immigrants-1a93752b1afc} [https://perma.cc/WZU5-5QCW].
method of health care delivery, their unique needs and position under immigration law should be confronted, and the recommended changes must be adopted.